
if not now…when, if not us…who
11 inspirational impacts from Food4Thought Foundation journey



when a park becomes a playground to ferti le 
ideas 
(when ‘putalibai ’ becomes ‘ leela ’ and yet you are a winner) 

The Situation : Food 4 Thought Foundation opened a

public library at ‘City Forest’, a recreational parkon the

banks of river Hindon in association with the

Ghaziabad Development Authority.

During weekends, story quiz and story narration

competitions are held on famous personalities, major

events from history, places of geographical

importance, etc. at the library where schools/ institutes

participate. This is to encourage children to read books

to gain knowledge on the subject.

The Solution : On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti, a quiz

completion was held at the library. After a story from the

life Mahatma Gandhi, few questions were asked. A

student aged 4 was the first one to volunteer and answer;

even though wrong, he was rewarded for listening to the

story and participating. When we told him that the answer

was wrong, he smiled innocently and promised to read

more about Gandhi

The Impact : Not only was that one child

encouraged but all the others wanted to participate

and win a prize. Most importantly they wanted to

give the correct answer to win.

The session ended with each child promising to read

and learn more on the subject of the day whenever

they come down to the library again.



when children look forward to free periods  
(when free periods become library periods) 

The Situation : Food 4 Thought Foundation opened a
library on 6th April 2016 at Laurels High School, Gwalior.
Initially one library period per week was allotted to
each class and our volunteer Ms. Vijaya Sharma, also a
Class Teacher for Class 3rd, was given the responsibility
of Librarian.

During the first few months, she observed that most of
the library period were missed due to holidays/
exams/etc. Students were not satisfied as they hardly
went to the library and could not read the books.

The Solution : Ms. Vijaya Sharma came up with the

idea of allotting those periods of the week, which

are her free periods as per her time table and

the respective teacher for the class/period is absent,

as the library period. Usually the Principal would allot

these periods to other subject teachers as

the respective teacher was absent.

Now, the free periods were issued in her name and

converted into library period.

The Impact : Students are loving the concept of
library during their free periods and are eagerly
waiting for Ms. Vijaya Sharma to be assigned their
class. They now look for her in the school whenever
they have a free period and request her to issue
books.



Infrastructure fails but Reading Passion Sustains
(Library runs even after the school is shut down)

The Situation : A school library was opened at Primary
government school, Basantkundala village, Odisha in
April 2016. The Food 4 Thought Foundation Fellow
regularly issued books to the students and conducted
Joy of Reading sessions every week.

In the month of July 2016, the government decided to
shut down the school and demolish the building. The
students were moved to another government primary
school of the closest village.

The Solution : The students were disappointed when

they realised that the library would be gone too.

The Head Mistress of the Primary school took up the

responsibility of the library. She spoke to the concerned

authority and transferred it to the same government

school where the students were being moved to.

The Impact : The Head Mistress ensured that the
students continue to have access to books and also
introduced the library to the students of the new
school.

The Fellow continues to take sessions and issue books
to a larger strength of students at the new school i.e.
Primary government school, Tainkana village.



mySunday myPowerpoint
(when reading ends with reflecting) 

The Situation : Joy of Reading sessions were regularly

conducted on every Sunday at the housing society i.e.

Lotus Panache, sector 110, Noida, since December

2015, wherein kids aged between 4 to 16 years

participated.

As the sessions proceeded, the children were issued

books from the Food 4 Thought Library to take back
home.

The Solution : In the month of April 2016, the volunteers

began with book review sessions with the children.

They were issued books of their choice from the Food

4 Thought Foundation library, read it and bring a small

write up in a fixed format as the book review to be

presented next Sunday.

The Impact : The book review sessions turned out to
be more interesting with the children reading and
reflecting on the book. Later the reviews were
judged and the best reviewer for every session was
declared.

This encouraged the kids to do even better the next
time. As the sessions progressed these children have
moved to power point presentations for the book
reviews with detailed description of the book, plot,
characters, author, etc. and what they get to take
away from the book.



books add fuel to chase dreams 
(access to books empower to dream for next degree) 

The Situation : Maneesh, a young boy from a small

village of Uttar Pradesh and now a a student at Delhi

University was struggling for books through his

Engineering 1st year. The books listed as a part of

syllabus were either unavailable or too expensive to
afford.

The Solution : He came across Food 4 Thought

Foundation at IIT Delhi’s Kaizen where we had a stall

set up to introduce people to our cause and mission.

He asked us if we could help him with books for

engineering.

Ms. Parul Saxena, who had these books came

forward to contribute them. Maneesh was issued the

books from the Food 4 Thought Foundation Master

library for the duration of the course.

The Impact : Maneesh completed his semester and
was the topper of his entire batch.

Many more such contributors are coming forward to
donate their idle books which could otherwise be of
great help for students who cannot access these
books and help them pursue their dreams.



from readers to championing reading 
(when children takeover the role of librarian) 

The Situation : Food 4 Thought Foundation opened a

school library at SOS Children village, Palla Nuh,

Mewat, Haryana. First few months, the teachers

volunteered to issue books to the students but later

they found it difficult to maintain the library register

with there limited staff.

The Solution : These two students are the set up

at SOS Children village, Palla Nuh, Mewat, Haryana.

Two girls, Ms. Farzeena and Ms. Komal Saini of class IX

loved their new library. They came forward to

volunteer for the role of Librarian and since,

have been issuing books regularly to all the classes.

The Impact : As new Librarians for the school library,

these two girls are inspiring students from every class

to volunteer to take up the role of Librarian for their

own classes.

These girls are now an inspiration for other schools as

well where the school management are unable to

issue books to students due to limited staffing.



when the journey is too critical to pause
(when HM ma ‘am takes over the role of Joy of Reading Fellow) 

The Situation : The library at Mandal Parishad Primary

School, Shamshiguda, Hyderabad was opened in April

2016. Food 4 Thought Foundation Fellows and

Champions had been conducting sessions since till the
schools closed down for summer vacations.

The Solution : The state government implemented a
rule for compulsory mid-day meals at government
schools for the students throughout the summer
vacation.

The Headmistress, Mrs. Addla Anuradha had found the
Joy of Reading sessions very effective and hence,
volunteered to continue them by herself throughout
the holidays for the students who came for the mid-day
meals.

The Impact : The Headmistress clearly understood the

importance of these sessions and took up the

initiative to continue them, even though it was not

within her given set of responsibilities. The sessions

drew more number of students to the school who

wanted to listen to stories and read from the

colourful books in their library.

She has set an example for all the other schools to

follow.



when a book a day kept depression away 
(when taking care of loved ones in hospital became that bit easy)

The Situation : Most hospitals and care centres are

depressing enough at the best of times, even if

someone is coming in for a routine check-up only. The

only diversions provided by hospitals for the patients as

well as their accompanying kin being televisions and
cafeterias.

The Solution : Food 4 Thought Foundation has opened

libraries at Apollo Hospitals, Hyderabad with novels,

magazines and journals, Telugu novels and magazines,

children books and Encyclopaedias keeping in mind

the recovering patients, their kin as well as the doctors

and the staff.

The Impact : The books from the libraries have been
the patients’ companion through illness, the family’s
support through the tough times and the staff’s
much needed friend at all times.

The feedbacks received are a proof to how much
every hospital needs a library.

“ Recently my husband was admitted in Apollo 

Hyderguda for a surgery.

As part of it, me and my family spent almost 2 days in 

the hospital. I got a chance to visit the library and 

really, its a wonderful initiative to have a library in 

hospital and provide books for free to read while we 

are hospital.

Not only me but my husband as well used those books 

which gave him some peace of mind n happiness.

Thanks a lot for the simple but a very useful library.“

- Lavanya Latha

(Kin of a patient at Apollo Hospital, Hyderguda, Hyderabad)



language is just a medium to express 
(when children moved from one language to other with ease)

The Situation : A school library was opened at Zilla

Parishad High School, Mupalla Village, Vijayawada with

100 Telugu and 100 English Books. The school teacher,

Mr. Bandaru took up the role of Librarian and began
issuing books to all the classes.

The Solution : To encourage them to read, the school

asked the students to write book reviews, the best of

which will be read out in the school assembly.

The morning assembly book reviews created the much

needed enthusiasm among students. The reviews were

initially in the local language i.e. Telugu. The students

were comfortable and came forward for to share their

book review. Within a few days the students where

highly motivated and started reviewing books in small

groups followed by group discussions.

The Impact : Looking at the zeal and interest of the
students building, and the regular reading habit
setting in, the school started motivating the students
to move towards English books.

With a little help and encouragement, the students
soon got into the habit of reading books in English
and graduated to the next level by sharing book
reviews in English at the school assembly.



under the bridge to help bridge the gap
(Library under the bridge to help bridge the education gap)

The Situation : Food 4 Thought Foundation identified

few places(slums/ orphanages/ old age homes) for

libraries but there were challenges- there was no

infrastructure to keep the books or a facility/system

to encourage reading and issue books.

The Solution : The reCYCLE books initiative was formed in

association with NSS IIT Delhi. A community library was set up

within the IIT Delhi campus where a group of 10 student

volunteers are now involved in managing it and creating

awareness for the joy of reading.

The students every Saturday/Sunday carry few books from the

library on the basis of demographic area on their cycles to the

various identified centres for Joy of Reading sessions which are

the slum areas of RK Puram and Munirka, Rain Basera and an

Old Age Home.

The Impact : These are the children who do not have

the opportunity to go to school or read a book. They

are now being guided and encouraged to read.

Their reading capabilities are being monitored so

that that the volunteers can change the books for

next session accordingly. The picture, colours and

words are drawing these children towards reading,

books and education.



young turks saving old legacy 
(Legends of tomorrow saving endangered stories)

The Situation : A group of teenagers realized that the

stories their grandparents told them were not from

any book and with no written record of it, the story

would soon be lost.

They took it up as their responsibility to save

generations of stories and share them with one and

all.

The Solution : These motivated teens formed the ‘Legend

of Tomorrow’ team.

The unique stories are collected by volunteers on ground

and sent to them. From narration of the story to the

sketching down of images to animating them, all is done

by this young team.

The Impact : A playlist dedicated to these short movies

has been created on Food4Thought Foundation’s

YouTube channel and are shared with people of all ages.

These stories have started many discussions on the various

platforms they are being shared on.

These almost lost stories and tales are being preserved

and passed on to population across religions,

communities and cultures.


